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islands.    What savages they were these men with long fuzzy
hair, their scarred and tattooed bodies smeared with colour, with
wreaths of flowers on their heads and with the scantiest of
clothing !     What   savages !     With   wild   gesticulations   and
piercing cries they came prancing on to the scene, producing
a curious and original music by slapping different parts of their
bodies with their hands—a hollow beat from a blow upon a
chest or a sharp sound from a smack upon the bare hips—and
each portion of the frame gave forth its note.   Acting all of them
simultaneously a weird music was the result to which was added
the sharp castanet-like click of a little instrument made of plaited
dried palm leaves held in the hands.   An old grey-bearded man,
their leader, arrayed in a dishevelled European great coat of
indescribable repulsiveness, led the procession and shouted out
his orders to the dancers as they advanced in leaps and bounds.
They drew up in two long lines in front of the shaded pavilion
in which we sat and the performance began  to the strains of
weird unmusical singing and reiterated cries.    Athletes they
certainly were and skilled performers for every movement was
carried out with  precision,  that told  of much  training and
constant practice, but there was no grace, no beauty, in their
dance and nothing to admire beyond the agility with which they
threw themselves about.   Its only feature was barbarity.   It was
an exhibition of the race mentality of a very primitive people
working off its superfluous energy in an orgy of noise and
exertion.   Every now and again they rested only to begin again.
That they enjoyed their performance was evident for they worked
themselves up into a state of frenzied exhilaration.   They were
without exception clumsily but sturdily built and of a type of
countenance that bespoke a race of a very low type, inferior to any
other islanders I had as yet seen.   So ugly were they, and in some
cases so repugnant, that it must be difficult for anyone except an
anthropologist or a missionary to find interest in them.   They
consider these displays of dancing as evidence of their military *
prowess.   An old Japanese resident of Truk who had lived a very
long time on the island informed me that when war broke out
between Japan and Russia some of the islanders were asked which
of the two they thought would prove victorious.    Without
hesitation they replied, " The Japanese,    Their war-ships have
been here and their soldiers and sailors have learnt from our
dancers the art of warfare.''
When the traveller is brought into contact with these island

